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Abstract 

The focus of this research is about the post-colonial exploitation of natural resources in Africa in 

the context of neoliberal globalization. First, I outline the theoretical framework drawing from 

studies on neoliberal globalization and development. This is followed by a discussion on some of 

the negative effects of neoliberal regulations, particularly on how neoliberalism fosters growing 

inequality where a few are massively enriching their lives at the expense of others. This economic 

world order has a deep impact on humans as well as on nature and is not sustainable. I will 

conclude the theoretical discussion with a look at the rise of many alter neoliberal movements.   

The second part of this thesis is a practical teaching and resource guide focusing on the link 

between neoliberalism and local conflicts in Africa which as I shall contend is based and fueled by 

international corporations. It provides an overview of the topic of conflict minerals, with 

Democratic Republic of Congo as a case study.  

Keywords: Neoliberalism, neoliberal globalization, natural resource exploitation, post-colonialism, 

conflict minerals, Democratic Republic of Congo 
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I. Introduction 

I have a heart for the poor, for the marginalized, for the ones whose fate did not always 

seem to be on their side. It is obvious why I became a social worker in Germany. It also made 

me move to East Africa. Being there made me fall deep in love with the amazing people, 

their beautiful countries and cultures. But, besides all the beauty, I also got to know extreme 

poverty and suffering, which went beyond my experiences in Germany. For my Bachelor the-

sis I conducted an ethnographic field research in Northern Uganda in a rehabilitation center 

for war-affected people. This was in post-conflict era when the troops of Joseph Kony, the 

Lord´s Resistance Army (LRA), had just moved on to neighboring countries and with them 

the international humanitarian organizations. Yet, the consternation and helplessness stayed 

deeply. People suddenly should live freely who spend partly all their life in internally-

displaced persons (IDP) camps o  fo e  e els e e e pe ted to e o al  itize  afte  

spending years inside the LRA. The rehabilitation was just one drop in an ocean. Many clients 

e e fo e  e els of the L‘A u de  Ko s o a d. But hat a e e els? P ett  soo  I 

figured out there is no good or evil. There was no clear division in this conflict. Victims were 

systemically turned into perpetrators, which turned into an endless cycle of violence. You 

eha ilitate  the  a d ake the  o e a k. Those f o  No the  Uga da ight e lu k  

of actually having escaped falling back into the drama. But we also had clients from the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), a country which is congested with violence. You send 

them back home - but what´s next? The same circle might start over again. It made me furi-

ous reading later a book called Another Man´s War (Childers, 2012). The author was an 

American who claims to free child soldiers from the LRA rebels. Who is he separating from 

whom? Who are the child soldiers and who are the LRA rebels? Are they not one and the 

same? When are you still the victim and when is this point that you are the perpetrator? 

These child soldiers were those LRA rebels. There was no line to separate the two, it was a 

t a sitio . Fo  e, ho e e , these e els  sudde l  had a fa e, a a e, a pe so al sto . 

They were not rebels anymore, they were friends, they were victims - victims of a violent 

system. These personal events made me dig deep into the history and events of the African 

Great Lakes Region. I wanted to know what really the problem is, what went so wrong that it 

turned out so badly in this beautiful and prosperous region. And above all what needs to 

happen that my new found friends will not end up in the circle of violence again. Digging 

deep, made me study Peace, Conflict and Development, and find out about more profound 
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reasons: The overall post-colonial world order, structural violence within it and a system of 

rulers and oppressed alive. Have I actually been on the right place to fight against injustice? 

 In regards of the above mentioned statements, I am going to elaborate on two pro-

found questions in this thesis: First, I will argue that the colonial system of rulers/ ruled and 

the exploitation of natural resources is on-going, probably more alive than ever. Second, I 

am going to show the tie between my comfortable German lifestyle, the current colonizers 

and my friends back in the African Great Lakes Region.  

 The first section is a critical theoretical framework. This includes a first statement 

about the current world order regarding the question of hierarchal constructed power by 

political and economic institutions. I will undertake a discourse analysis on the post-colonial 

era in times of African sovereign governments, but tied to economic dependencies through 

globalization and the rise of neoliberalism. I point out the ongoing colonial system of chronic 

oppression of countries and natural resource exploitation to enhance rich international 

elites which retain and broaden inequalities worldwide. This thesis is focusing on an overall 

global trend being seen in the past few decades of billions being stuck in poverty, while very 

few reach an unbelievable luxury standard supported through societies who dream to enrich 

their lives via consumption. Therefore, I will show some of the costs people are facing nowa-

days in Africa, with a focus on the Democratic Republic of Congo, due to the fact that this 

country is used in the second part as case study, but also in Europe. Furthermore, I illustrate 

the impact on the environment. I will conclude the theoretical section with a chapter about 

the alter movements rising all over the world which are calling out for change.   

 The second part is a practical elaborated example. This section mirrors the men-

tioned ties between personal daily consumption, people suffering in regards to it and an 

elite who reap the benefit. The example I chose is the case of conflict minerals of Africa with 

the focus on the DRC, due to the fact that the term conflict minerals is not very known in 

Germany. This material can be used for secondary schools but also for any other occasion to 

bring forth awareness or even for one´s own interest. Afterwards, readers will know about 

the term and conditions of these minerals. Furthermore, you get to know the DRC, its past 

and present with the issues this country was and is still struggling with. In addition, I will give 

each a short and easy introduction to understand the current world order in terms of hierar-

chies and structures, an introduction to the major problem of our recent global economy 

and finally to neoliberalism and the system behind it. Like in the theoretical section I will 
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conclude this one with alternative approaches, strategies and solutions done by various 

stakeholders.  

 My research is mainly based on a secondary sources analysis. For the first section I 

primarily used peace studies literature, but also some from the field of economy or activists 

networks. For the content of the teaching material, I used largely reports from activist organ-

izations, such as non-governmental organizations (NGOs), but also from research centers 

and projects working in that field or international institutions like the UN. While carrying out 

my research, I have realized that in the past few years much has happened in regard to con-

flict minerals. For this reason, I utilize publications which are as recent as possible. While I 

endeavored to obtain the information as updated as possible it is important to keep in mind 

that it is a complex issue with a lot of involved participants constantly working on it.  

 

II. Neoliberal Globalization: A Critical Reflection  

The German population seems to be well recovered from the economic crisis some years ago 

and its demand for new products has expanded. Many industry branches boom and brand-

new products are brought daily on the market. Germans are facing a positive time; thanks to 

globalization we can have fancy products from all over the world. Many people in Germany, 

however, have seldom questioned what it actually takes to produce all that and where it will 

go after usage. People watch news but hardly ever connect the international issues with our 

perfect little world. It seems we are living in a luxury-bubble which is taken for granted. Yet, 

we are very wrong! There is a limit on our lifestyle and a high cost, but we were not the ones 

so far paying for it. After living in Africa for about two years, I started questioning the pre-

vailing systems and began to wonder about world orders, the influence of certain states or 

civilizations. I started questioning my well-intended help in a local NGO in Northern Uganda 

working for the poor and against injustice. I increasingly realized that much of the invisible 

o e as esse tiall  aused   people , the apitalist o ld – societies which always 

longs for more no matter the cost. A group of alienated cultures whose identity is dominated 

b  the e  esse e of ei g is ha i g; that if o e has nothing, one is othi g.  F o , 

2008: 13) These societies built up throughout history a linear system with a hierarchal struc-

ture (race, sex, and class/ status in particular in terms of economic and academic). The highly 

acclaimed age of Enlightenment, the industrialization, and the entry into modernity brought 

forth a breeding of uprooted human beings, which claim to explain and solve everything by 
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science.  Are science and the belief in technology not an ideology in itself, the new religion of 

the West, which have been on a global mission to convert to development and moderniza-

tion?  Being white in Northern Uganda was like a magnet to the people, it seemed they fi-

nally found someone to take responsibility. One cannot even blame them because it was the 

glo al  pla e s of hu a ita ia  i te e tio  ho uilt up IDP-camps and took care for so 

many years – years of full dependency. Did the people from the global north ever leave this 

southern continent or did they just physically leave but are still ruling and controlling from a 

distance? The colonial era has brought a lot of misery, oppression and exploitation in many 

parts of this globe. Apparently, the end of it has been desired by the victims for so many 

years to finally live in independence and therefore freedom. Looking up the definition of 

ei g a  i depe de t ou t  it sa s: F ee f o  outside o t ol; ot su je t to a othe ´s 

autho it  O fo d O li e Di tio a , . A synonym therefore would be that a country is 

self-governing. In the colonial era the colonized countries fought for years to finally be inde-

pendent. However, in the moment they entered their independence and they officially had 

their own governments, they had to realize that the autonomy is just an illusion. The new 

African states had indeed won national sovereignty, however, did not have the economic 

basis for a self-determined development (Schicho, 2010: 124). When the occupying powers 

left their colonies, corporate elites did not; instead the resource industry retained their in-

terest and increased their sphere (Burgis, 2015). This phenomenon was yet less visible to the 

newly formed governments and of course not obvious at all to most of the population, who 

actually thought they are free and independent of white supremacy. According to Walter 

Mignolo (2011) colonialism never ended. Mignolo introduced the concept of coloniality, 

which he calls the darker side of Western modernity. Modernity, in his view is a complex 

a ati e hi h o igi ated i  Eu ope a d that uilds Weste  i ilizatio   ele ati g its 

a hie e e ts hile hidi g at the sa e ti e its da ke  side, ' olo ialit '  Mig olo, : . 

Consequently coloniality is the response to the prevailing neoliberal globalization and its 

linear thinking. It is a theory which identifies social, racial and political hierarchical orders 

imposed by European colonialism which implemented values and degradation to societies 

and cultures. Although officially colonization ended, the west benefits from the inequalities 

and tries to perpetuate it through first globalization and second neoliberalism (Mignolo, 

2011). This colonial system of power keeps discrimination, inequalities and the concept of 

leading and oppressed cultures alive.  
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1 Neoliberalism on the Rise  

During the period of decolonization the capitalist economy had turned into an era of globali-

zation. Globalization was the process in which the world became extremely interconnected 

and intertwined through the trade of resources and goods, but also services, ideas, 

knowledge, cultural goods and even humans (Kreff, 2011: 126). Globalization thus means the 

global convergence of nations. The creation of communication technologies and transporta-

tion systems made this global net of exchange possible and ever since it is extremely increas-

ing. The term globalization is heard all over, sometimes as opportunity, but occasionally to 

be warned off. On the one hand due to globalization many people gained much benefit. The 

opening of international trade improved quickly the living conditions and standards of peo-

ple worldwide in various countries (Stiglitz, 2002). Furthermore, people all over the world 

are able to gain endless knowledge and inspirations for innovations like never before. For-

eign aid, which is another aspect of the global world, brought vital resources to those suffer-

ing from extreme poverty (Stiglitz, 2002). On the other hand, the global exchange and trade 

in a capitalist linear economy is happening at the expense of people and the environment. 

Economic, ecological, social and political issues are no longer solely part of individual coun-

tries. It goes beyond the border thinking. Considering this fact, reasonable policies can be 

only made in a broader scope, for example, in alliances of states like the EU or in economic 

zones such as the OECD. Globalization is complex, a broad term which is transferable to all 

areas of life. The impact of globalization reaches into the spheres of economics, politics, en-

vironment, culture and identity.  

 The implementation of someone´s own culture into another one is nothing new and 

can be seen all over world history. This influence came along when tribes, kingdoms, monar-

chies, dynasties o  e pi es sp ead thei  po e . Pa ti ula l  su essful  ha e ee , ho ev-

er, the European during the colonial era, which reached an expansion of control like no one 

before. Even though the European colonizers have since left, their cultures stayed deeply 

implemented in many ways. This era already set the stage for further so-called Westerniza-

tion, recently more known under the term Americanization (although it only refers to the 

USA) through the shift of the United States as unipolar world power. New technologies in 

media to be accessible for the majority of people like television, music, and news made it 

possible to spread information, opinions as well as culture (like languages) to the remotest 

corners of the world. Americanization has therefore become accepted widely and destroys 
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cultural diversity. Walking in a city center of megapolis you can nearly forget where exactly 

you are in the world cause the image of streets is covered with almost the same labels and 

brands in same design. The so g A e ika  by the popular German band Rammstein says 

that e´ e all li i g i  A e i a . The l i s efe  sa asti all  to the ultu al i pe ialis  of 

the USA, if cultures want it or not:  

If the e s da i g, I a t to lead, although ou da e o  ou  o . Let ou selves be 

controlled a little, I show you how it's done right. [...] We're lining up nicely. Freedom 

plays on all violins. Music comes from the White House. [...] I know very useful steps 

and will protect you from mishap. And who doesn't want to dance at the end, doesn't 

know yet that he must dance. We're lining up nicely; I will show you the direction. 

(Translated from the original lyrics by Verena Bloch) 

In the meantime Rammstein is singing that this is not a love song, because they are not sing-

ing in their mother tongue. When already Germans, whose culture is comparably similar to 

the o es of the U ited “tates a d i te atio all  ste eot ped as o e the West , feel o er-

whelmed by the influence and the loss of our own culture how much more must it be for 

populatio s f o  e  diffe  ultu es. B iefl , glo alizatio  o ada s is a s ste  asso iated 

ith the a epti g t iu pha t apitalis , A e i a  st le  “tiglitz, : . The USA had 

high interest in ending the colonial empires of the Europeans to gain their own access to 

markets and start their new anti-colonial imperialism in the name of development (Rist, 

. P eside t T u a  alled out i   the e a of de elop e t   usi g fo  the e  

fi st ti e the o d u de de eloped  a d ha ged o se ue tl  the meaning of develop-

e t used e e  si e to allude eithe  dis eetl  o  i ad e te tl  to the e a of A e i a  

hege o  Este a, : . I  that o e t he had eated e  ide tities of o e´s o  

and the other: 2 billion people became underdeveloped and their identities were defined as 

being placed at the end of the queue mirrored of other´s reality (Esteva, 2010). This defini-

tion justified any interventions for people who are in need and cannot be watched passively. 

Development got a transitive meaning linked to a principle of social organization, instead of 

being underdeveloped as a natural, causeless state (Rist, 2008). The creation of the term 

u de de elop e t u leashed ot o l  the idea of ha ge i  the di e tio  of a fi al state, 

above all, the possi ilit  of i gi g a out su h ha ge  ‘ist, : . The e o o i  p in-

ciple of competition and ranking with the aim of development got an internal and self-

generated phenomenon with its own governmental dynamics, only backed from the outside 

(Rist, . Yet thei  ight to self-determination had been acquired in exchange for a right 

to self-defi itio  ‘ist, : . The te  de elop e t ga e a glo al hege o , the e  
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olo ial a es e a e u de de eloped  a d de elopi g , ut also Thi d Wo ld , hile 

the expression developed purely referred to the Western history with its roots lying deep in 

processes of modernity and capitalism (Escobar, 2007; Esteva, 2010). 

 Truman simply had substituted a new word for what had already been there: back- 

 wa d ess o  po e t . A o di g to the , the a k a d  o  poo  ou t ies e e 
 in that condition due to past lootings in the process of colonization and the continued 

 raping by capitalist exploitation at the national and the international level: under- 

 development was the creation of development. (Esteva, 2010: 7)  

In a capitalist society development had become reduced to economic growth, which in turn 

e a e i stalled at the e te  of politi s a d ethi s. As a o eptual o st u tio , e o om-

ics strives to subordinate to its rule and to subsume under its logic every form of social inter-

action in every society it invades  (Esteva, 2010: 14).  

 The global capitalist era of interconnectedness with all its benefits took countries into 

new dependencies and conditions. The development discourse made it possible to build up 

an immense institutional apparatus that actually deployed this discourse to become a real 

and effective force transforming the economy, politics and cultural and social realities (Esco-

bar, 2007). In contrast to earlier ages, this time the new imperialism is neither kings and rul-

ers, nor governments. The USA is playing, through announcing themselves as in charge for 

the world´s wellbeing, a key role together with some other leading governments, and its role 

is more obvious and visible than the ones of others. However, international financial institu-

tions (IFIs), those who represent the interests of transnational/ multinational corporations 

(TNCs/ MNCs)1, are acting out of the background and pull the strings more secretly (Chom-

sky, 2014). The fact which did not transform from century to century is that the ruling pow-

ers are the ones with money. Architecture often reflects prevailing systems. For many years 

in Germany the highest buildings had been churches. Church towers could be seen from far 

away as a symbol of majesty. Also, the homes of leaders reflected their authority: castles, 

palaces and later governmental buildings carried outstanding magnitude. Nowadays, the 

tallest buildings are banks which stick out in size and glamour to which church towers mirror 

a decaying age. This phenomenon is seen very well in Frankfurt, Germany, which was being 

rebuilt after its destruction in WWII. The new look of Frankfurt are fancy skyscrapers, which 

mostly host banks and financial institutions. Frankfurt is a major international financial cen-

                                                           
1
 The term multinational corporation refers to national companies with foreign subsidiaries while a 

transnational corporation is identified as without a national home. (Drucker, 1997) For simplifying I will not 

keep on differentiating the term and only use the term TNC.  
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ter. Globalization developed further into a neoliberal one. Neoliberalism is an approach in 

which the control of economic factors is shifted from the public and governmental sector to 

the private one of corporations to make trade easier. This is underlined by the economic 

thoughts of constant profit maximization, growth, and efficiency. Neoliberalism implies a 

new system of principles which at the same time is based on classical liberal ideas (Chomsky, 

2014). The term Liberal in economic terms is different than in politics or religion. Liberalism 

in economics refers to the ideas of Adam Smith, a Scottish economist of the eighteenth-

century. In his book The Wealth of Nations, he advocated that government remove all barri-

ers and restrictions to trade in order to develop a so-called free trade with no control which 

would foster countries economic development (Martinez and Garcia, n.d.). Years later a new 

economic branch that challenged liberalism arose by the economist John Maynard Keyne. 

His argument was that full employment is a necessity for the growth of capitalism. This can 

only be achieved through the intervention of governments and central banks. The idea that 

governments should intervene for common good spread affirming and caused for many 

years improvement in people´s lives. However, in times of economic up and downs and the 

quick rising of the global capitalist economy, corporate elites rekindle on the economic liber-

alism which turned now into global neoliberalism (Martinez and Garcia, n.d.). Neoliberalism 

nowadays is also known with its name Washington Consensus (which already mirrors the 

global order behind it) and refers to a number of market principles made by the US govern-

ment and its dominant financial institutions. The main points of the Consensus are the liber-

alization of trade and finances, price regulation by the market, ending inflation and privatiza-

tion (Chomsky, 2014). The idea is that economic growth is best achieved via an unregulated 

free market, followed that everyone would benefit out of this growth. In that sense govern-

ments and population should clear the way for the interests of TNCs, banks and investment 

institutions. Governments are no longer independe t age ts, due to those ho i pose the 

o se sus atu all  a d the efo e ha e a ajo  i pa t o  glo al o de  Cho sk , : 

20). This phenomenon was already pointed out by Adam Smith himself, who said: 

 P i ipal a hite ts  of poli  i  E gla d e e e ha ts a d a ufa tu e s,  ho 
 used state po e  to se e thei  o  i te ests, ho e e  g ie ous  the effe t o   oth-

 e s, i ludi g the people of E gla d. “ ith´s o e  as the ealth of atio s,  
 but he u de stood that the atio al i te est  is la gel  a delusio : ithi  the atio  
 there are sharply conflicting interests, and to understand policy and its effects we 

 have to ask where power lies and how it is exercised (Chomsky, 2014: 20).  
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TNCs have advocacies in the media and within governments. A majority of economic-political 

discussion in Europe are done in Brussels, where about 20,000 lobbyists are represented. 

Approximately to a study of the EU parliament about 700 finance lobbies try to directly in-

fluence the making of European policies/ law with a budget of about 350 million Euro annu-

ally (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). However, the strategies of lobby are manipulation, de-

stabilization and disinformation. 

 Whereas the colonized world was primarily a political space to cover continually big-

ger empires, the time of development was the era of internationally occupying economic 

space, with the crucial focus on a raising GDP. In becoming political independent, they gave 

up their identity and thei  e o o i  auto o , a d e e o  fo ed to t a el the de el-

op e t path  apped out fo  the   othe s  ‘ist, 2008: 79). Africa became the continent 

with the most massive interventions by industrialized countries. Fa  f o  ei g the id lli  

evolution pictured by the founding fathers of economics, the emergence of economic socie-

t  is a sto  of iole e a d dest u tio , ofte  adopti g a ge o idal ha a te  Este a, : 

14). 

 

2 The Architects of our Time 

Where does power lie nowadays? Who are the architects of our time? The players of the 

neoliberal Washington Consensus are the agents of the private economy. All over the world, 

neoliberalism has been imposed by powerful corporations and IFIs that control much of the 

glo al e o o  a d fu the o e ha e the ea s to do i ate poli  fo atio  as ell as 

the structuring of thought a d opi io  Cho sk , : 20). To meet their aims, corpora-

tions have powerful allies: the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 

World Trade Organization (WTO). All of them perform the neoliberal globalization very ac-

tively.  

 The World Bank, based in Washington D.C., was established in 1944 to finance the 

redevelopment of Europe. Up to now it is said that they fight poverty all over the world. The 

sphere of influence is dependent on the amount of shares which makes the richest countries 

like USA, France, Great Britain, Germany and Japan overly dominant. The World Bank is the 

biggest financial backer of the so-called u de de eloped ou t ies . With loa s a  la ge-

scale projects are financed on which TNCs instead of the local population earns much mon-

ey. In addition the World Banks development projects have caused suffering like forceful 
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resettlements for dams and pipelines. The creation of democratic principles has been most 

of the time of little importance, instead since the eighties the loans for governments of poor 

countries are connected to economic conditions. Through the so-called structural adjust-

ment programs, national infrastructures are to be adjusted to requirements for a free mar-

ket economy, the Washington Consensus principles. Regardless of local conditions, a univer-

sal plan was implemented globally. An outcome is that governments have no money for pub-

lic facilities and are forced to privatize in favor of the TNCs who do it all for profit. (Werner-

Lobo and Weiss, 2014; Schicho, 2010)  

 The International Monetary Fund founded in 1946 is based in Washington D.C. It is 

closely connected to the World Bank and has similar structures in regards to the fact that the 

main representatives are solely from rich countries. It was designed to balance instable ex-

change rates between the different currencies to regulate the flow of international transac-

tions and to foster global economic growth. Furthermore, the IMF takes care that indebted 

countries are able to pay the money back. These countries are already the poor ones, alt-

hough the population never lived over their standards. For example the citizens of the Dem-

ocratic Republic of Congo are still paying back the debts which were first caused by their 

Belgian colonizers and later by the dictator Mobutu Sese Seko. There are still billions of Eu-

ros of Mobutu in Swiss bank accounts, while people are starving in the DRC. To pay back 

debts the IMF loans money to these countries which is again coupled on the World Bank 

conditions to reduce services and social benefits to give space for privatization of TNCs. 

(Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014; Woods, 2006) 

 The World Trade Organization was founded in 1995, and it is now based in Geneva. 

The WTO is the one which supports the most the interests of TNCs. Therefore, the WTO even 

neglects human rights and environmental policies if they are in the way of making profit 

(Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). Like the other two organizations the WTO has its own struc-

tures to exclude an active participation of poorer countries. In addition to the anyway vari-

ous dependencies of economically fragile countries, there is barely a possibility to counter 

act. These dependencies make them weak for being blackmailed, for example, through re-

duction of development aid or through withdrawal of debt cancellations. The WTO aims 

through international contracts to support the interests of TNCs and actors in the global 

trade. They have the power to set trade sanctions worldwide. If a country does not follow, it 

will be forced to change their law or must pay high sanctions which get them into debts. 
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However, the WTO has widely been rejected by citizen in the global south as well as in the 

north and face a lot of resistance, which is their only limitation to carry out their plans. There 

are different attempts to regulate and control all services under the neoliberal free market 

economy. An example is the agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS) which introduced intellectual property law to protect global technical know-

how. These patents are highly expensive to buy. Patents on medicine for example make 

those unreachable for many who would need it. Patents on seeds and plants destroy local 

farmers as they cannot deal freely with their own products and seeds. Monsanto and Bayer 

for instance own many patents on plants which are used since centuries from indigenous 

societies, who of course never got a patent on their knowledge or natural resources. 

Through the so-called biopiracy citizens are suddenly supposed to pay for natural goods 

which they used from generation to generation as their daily food, medicine but also for 

cosmetics. (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014; Woods, 2006)  

 Those th ee ai  glo al pla e s a e suppo ted  othe  international  financial and 

development institutions like the OECD, but also the UN system plays a major role in terms 

of global governance. Since the last two decades in the twentieth-century we are basically 

facing colonialism of direct interventions in politics and economy which is closely linked to 

development assistance and globalization (Schicho, 2010). 

 

3 Global Structural Violence 

There are many theories which state various reasons why nations end up in extreme poverty 

or even fail. A major underlying problem of economically poor countries, argued by Gary 

Haugen, is the lack of law enforcement and justice systems (Haugen, 2014). One profound 

root of poverty is chronic vulnerability to violence. This factor was not even mentioned by 

the UN Millennium Development Goals, the eight economic goals to address global poverty. 

When people think about global poverty, they think about people who are hungry and 

thirsty, homeless and have no education, and so they try to meet those needs. However, 

the o ld o e hel i gl  does ot k o  that e de i  to ei g poo  is a vulnerability to 

iole e, o  the a  iole e is, ight o , atast ophi all  ushi g the glo al poo  

(Haugen, 2014: xi). Gary Haugen is thereby talking on a micro level within nations, but I think 

you can expand it on a global macro level. The countries that were poor because of their 

colonial past have been too vulnerable to get a fair chance in the global development. Sys-
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temic violence of being enslaved to work, under horrible conditions with little income or 

robbed of your belongings (like land grabbing or the exploitation of natural resources) is a 

dail  th eat a o g the o ld s poo est billions. Johan Galtung (1975) named it structural 

violence; the slow destruction of the poor, who are victims of a higher socioeconomic global 

system (Galtung, 1975). The East African famine in 2011 which caused nearly 12 million refu-

gees was not alone caused by a long drought how the mass media was spreading it. It was 

closely connected to the economic crisis in 2008 and food speculations on the exchange 

market, which lead to a massive increase in food prices (Ziegler, 2011). Rising food prices in 

turn go ahead to violence in countries where almost all the monthly income ends up anyway 

in food. Strategies such as rural development is a systemic mechanism for silent transfor-

mation in linking scientific expert knowledge of food or agriculture with particular interven-

tion, like extension, credit or infrastructure, to let it seem naturally but truly resulted in a 

profound co e sio  of u de de eloped  egio s a d so ieties alo g the li e of ode  

capitalist conceptions of land, agriculture, and farming (Escobar, 2007). One of the key com-

ponents of structural violence is the complexity of the global system which makes actors 

non-identifiable, this, in turn makes it very hard to extrapolate the structural violence 

against the poor, who are made dependent on these structures (Gebrewold, 2009: 87).  

 

3.1 Shifts in World Inequality  

The structural violence of neoliberalism gave birth to a new dimension of inequality. In the 

eighteenth century for instance the differences between the global south and north was not 

at all as distinct as it is now (Chomsky, 2014). In 2014 a study of Oxfam said that the richest 

one per cent of the world citizens own half of the global estate (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 

2014). The promised goals of growth and development are seen in some economies, particu-

larly in Asia. Nonetheless, restructuring the economy gave birth to deep divisions between 

social classes and ethnic groups (Chossudovsky, 2003). You cannot separate economic issues 

from social, political, or ecological ones. The neoliberal globalization was designed by corpo-

rations and governments for the interests of few. Almost all brand-name products which we 

daily use are marketed by TNCs. These products might be made by local suppliers; however, 

they depend on the TNCs in terms of price, quality standards, and purchase quantity. It 

seems there is a huge variety on brands, however in reality it comes back to negligible 

amount of TNCs who have the rights on others and navigate from above. The global corpo-
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rate consolidation and cross-holding are getting more and more intertwined and complex, 

therefore it is hard to overlook. The following graphic shows some major TNCs and their 

amount of subsidiaries. 

 

A study by the Technische Hochschule Zürich (EEAG, 2011) showed that a network of only 

147 corporations is having a 40% control over 43,000 international companies. Due to these 

networks only 1.7% of the TNCs are controlling 80% of the sales worldwide. According to the 

Global Investment Report of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development the 

worldwide trade of goods and services is controlled by 80% of the TNCs (Werner-Lobo and 

Weiss, 2014). If you take TNCs into economic rankings measured only in profit maximization 

in GDP, they surpass even those of developed countries. For instance, from rank 25 to 35, six 

TNCs are found (Royal Dutch Shell, Wal-Mart, Exxon Mobil, Sinopec Group, China National 

Petroleum and BP) before many other economically rich countries (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 

2014). This kind of economic power gives them automatically a very influential political 

power. The necessary policies are written by themselves, because they are barely subjected 

by any government control. Countries, its citizens and resources are seen as medium to gain 

the overall goal of profit (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). For profit TNCs and their allies are 

systemically oppressing people, exploiting others resources, destroy the environment, and 

bring democracy in danger. 

Fig. 1: Example of Some TNCs and Their Network of Subsidiaries, Source: Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014. 
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3.2 Human Exploitation  

TNSs spend great sums in order to improve their image and the marketing of their brands. 

There is no financial limitation for TNCs to brainwash the generations for consumption and 

brand mania to create an ideology of greed, grievance, competitiveness, profit and perfor-

mance orientation instead of solidarity, respect and empathy. In the world of TNCs, there 

are no such values and standards, on the contrary, money is saved in the conditions of pro-

duction and resource depletion, and for that reason TNCs have been condemned for struc-

tural violence. Structural violence on the national or global level has been considerably con-

tributing to modern-day slavery and trafficking, labor under threat or cruel working condi-

tions, destruction of economic infrastructure, hunger and famine, but also environmental 

degradation, the destroying of biodiversity and the support of violent conflicts (Gebrewold, 

2009). In violent conflicts, human beings are dehumanized through sexual violence, torture 

and killing, or are displaced. Natural resources and profit gain more value than people 

(Gebrewold, 2009). Basic human needs become a commodity. The social and environmental 

engagement done by so many companies is simply for advertising their prestige and as a 

necessary respond to the rising amount of human rights and environmental activists, who 

have been steadily increasing since the seventies (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). Instead of 

changing the human exploitation in their supply chain and rethinking their own system of 

production, they donate and establish separate aid programs. These initiatives make for 

good marketing investment and the fulfillment of social trends. Companies spend million to 

keep up their good reputation. If Deichmann, a major German company for cheap shoes 

known for a much activism in social projects all around the world, changed their own pro-

duction conditions in the supply chain locations in Asia, it would be more worth than all their 

well-i te ded help. The t e d of o po ate so ial espo si ilit  is often simply the rational 

adaption of market demands, which at this time is the increased awareness of global interre-

lations. Child Labor in the supply chain for instance is tried hard to avoid recently because 

the consumers see that as very awful and damages the image of a company badly (Werner-

Lobo and Weiss, 2014). Due to consumers demand TNCs have introduced controls and poli-

cies on their suppliers. Yet this is often done at the expense of the small suppliers, because 

the TNCs do not pay more money to assure that the profit remains the same. Out of that 

reason local production centers need to find their own solutions to make all the demands 

possible and yet deliver to the TNCs cheap. In many cases controls and policies only shift 
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human exploitation. Companies simply move to other countries with less controls and poli-

cies. For the same reason of moving their investment TNCs have enough power to pressure 

governments. Governments are afraid of that and therefore they decrease and lower social 

and environmental standards, which people were fighting for so hardly some decade before. 

The ones who profit out of that system are the ones who are rich and big enough to have 

that freedom. A local farmer is forced to keep up the prices which will guarantee the liveli-

hood of him and his family according to the price level of the country he is living in. The 

power of corporations to influence politics is also mirrored by the case of Sudan and Coca-

Cola. The USA government refused to impose a trade embargo in times of conflict to pres-

sure the Sudanese government because the resource gum arabic, which is needed to make 

the color of Coca-Cola, is mainly found in Sudan (Guillaume, 2011). In many countries, 

schools, universities, hospitals, public transportation systems, post and litter services used to 

be tasks of governments. Many of these services were moved into the private sphere. They 

were bought by major corporations who offer these services now for profit while safety 

standards and quality lowers. In some parts of the world this had deep impacts, like the pri-

vatization of drinking water. Small price increases exclude many people from their human 

right to access to water. A drop in quality standards, like the example of water quality, caus-

es diseases in countries which do not have a health system. Nonetheless, the neoliberal de-

regulation of the world economy, the privatization of common goods and services, as well as 

the establishment of free-trade zones without democratic control still keeps on growing 

(Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). 

 The distinct gap is not alone seen between the global south and global north. The 

impoverishment is also seen within the industrialized countries. Liberating and privatizing 

the market from governmental policies gave birth to a lot of damage regarding social and 

labor rights therefore ghettos and suburbs are increasing in the United States and Europe. 

By the deeply implemented norm of profit maximization, it is easy to cut salaries without 

outside control. It was a long process for the German government to introduce the minimum 

age of , € i  Ja ua  , et ou a  al ead  hea  de ates all o e  ho  ig o pa ies 

are able to avoid it in a legal grey area, while small businesses suffer to comply with the law. 

Germany is a democratic and social welfare state, which is included in the German legisla-

tion. Public infrastructure, education facilities, and a health system create an overall social 

welfare system. Due to that, Germany has been able to kind of balance out poverty within 
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the country for many years. But these common achievements are steadily pushed aside from 

neoliberal politicians. If it comes to save national money, it was mainly in the sectors of edu-

cation, health, social or culture, but not in subsidies or the money to help banks. Taxes for 

TNCs got lowered so much that particularly the rich are barely contributing to the social wel-

fare system (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). The GDP of European countries was steadily 

increasing almost all throughout the economic crisis and is now bigger than ever before. It is 

important to add that the GDP of the TNCs grew, not necessarily the one of the citizens.  

 

3.3 Resource Exploitation 

The resource of human labor is not the only exploitation in these circumstances; corporate 

elites also exploit natural resources, the original impetus for colonial occupation of foreign 

lands. The systemic looting never stopped, it simply became modernized (Burgis, 2015). The 

increasing global demand for modern technology has become a leading factor of global 

structural violence. Most of the sub-Saharan countries are massively rich in natural re-

sources and many of the on-going conflicts there are based on this wealth. Natural resources 

in the DRC for instance, are on the one hand, the national economic means, and on the oth-

er hand, it is financing warring groups who bring destruction. The causes of the conflicts in 

Africa are systemic and complex and facilitated from asymmetrical opportunities and eco-

nomic inequalities rather than ethnic diversity (Gebrewold, 2008). I   fuel a d i e al 

exports from Africa were worth $333billion, more than seven times the value of aid that 

went in the opposite direction (and that is even before you factor in the vast sums spirited 

out of the continent through corruption and tax fiddles)  Bu gis, : . As actual owners 

of these resources Africa would be the richest continent and yet it is stuck at the bottom. 

Most economically poor countries lack the technology and marketing of their resources; 

therefore, the  get i te atio al help . U de  the p essu e of the global players the highly 

indebted countries are only allowed to take a tiny amount of taxes on those resources in 

comparison to the massively high export gains (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). The TNCs 

take high benefits of unstable and conflicting situations within and among nations. Oppo-

nents compete for international investments to empower themselves with an outcome that 

only corrupt elites of poor countries get profit out of the resources. Due to a lack of trans-

parency, money often more gets lost in corruption than the country gets out of official taxes 

(Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2014). Resource-rich states tend for kleptocracy or an economy 
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uled  ig a  politi s (Burgis, 2015). The o ld´s fou  lo gest se i g ule s – Teodoro 

Obiang Nguema of Equatorial Guinea, José Eduardo dos Santos of Angola, Robert Mugabe of 

Zimbabwe, and Paul Biya of Cameroon – each preside over an African state rich in oil or min-

erals  Bu gis, : 5). To get the necessary resources, TNCs also do not hold back in getting 

into business with rebels, warlords and military regimes. Resources are traded in conflict and 

war zones to arm those fighting parties with no regard of their political intensions. This is 

very well seen in the oil, gas, diamond and mineral industry. It is notable that 69% of the 

people living in extreme poverty reside in nations which have national incomes far below the 

global average; these poorer nations contain a corollary amount of the oil, gas, and minerals 

needed by richer countries (Burgis, 2015). This systemic plundering is a phenomenon which 

economists call the resource curse. Counterintuitively, the curse occurs because more likely 

than not some negative things happen to these economies with dominate extractive indus-

tries. The resource curse is not alone seen in Africa, but there it is most obvious due to the 

fact that it is the world´s poorest and thus far its richest in resources (Burgis, 2015). Yet, it is 

not a universal explanation for conflict, war, and extreme poverty. Frankly, the global inter-

est and the level of intervention are very much dependent on the resource commodity. The 

gap of inequality between the living standards of the areas where resources are found to the 

ones where they are consumed makes it obvious where the benefits grow. 

The average Finn or South Korean can expect to live to eighty, nurtured by economies 

among whose most valuable companies are, respectively, Nokia and Samsung, the 

world´s top two mobile phone manufacturers. By contrast, if you happen to be born 

in the Democratic Republic of Congo, home to some of the planet´s richest deposits 

of the minerals that are crucial to the manufacture of mobile phone batteries, you´ll 

be lucky to make it past fifty (Burgis, 2015: 6). 

The prices for Africa´s resources are set in the London, Hong Kong, and New York Stock Ex-

ha ge, hi h alls itself the fi a ial oss oads of the o ld . Any reduction in Africa´s 

resource export is immediately seen at the international market and prices go rapidly up 

throughout the world. The asi  o odities that lie i  a u da e i  Af i a e ai  the 

primary ingredients of the world economy  Bu gis, : 7). Africa is disproportional de-

pendent on its resources; however, a o di g to Jeff e  “a hs a d Joseph “tiglitz a e de-

spite the prospects of wealth and opportunity that accompany the discovery and extraction 

of oil and other natural resources, such endowments all too often impede rather than fur-

ther balanced and sustainable development  Bu gis, : 4). The exploiters of TNCs are 

not physically in the countries anymore which they prey but they govern from a distance. 
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This makes it easier and perceived as less brutal because they do not have to face the con-

sequences.  

  

3.4 Environmental Degradation 

In addition to all the social damages in our global society, there are great environmental 

costs. How is it possible that in a time where everything got so intertwined and branched 

together humans, above all the so-called developed Westerners, lost their connection to the 

environment? Among the prevailing systems, there is barely a responsibility towards nature. 

Through Adam Smith labor became the supplier for all the necessities and conveniences in 

life instead of nature as source of wealth and sustenance, like it is seen among tribal socie-

ties. The processing productive power of labor and economic development as widespread 

mindset summon the devaluation and de-recognition of productivity of nature´s work and 

led to the e ologi al ises […] that has created the various forms of ethnic and cultural cri-

sis that plague our world toda  (Shiva, 1988: 42). The e  Ge a  fashio  of sustai a il-

it  hi h is hea d i  e e  se to  and industry is one strategy used to soothe our guilty con-

sciousness, and overall it is again for marketing reasons. In reality, the movement can do 

nothing against the invisible, essential ecological processes and over centuries effectively 

running life cycles. The riches created by nature were in balance and in harmony with local 

ecosystems and needs, i  o t a  the commodity and cash economy destroys natural cy-

les a d edu es atu e to a  ate ials a d o odities  “hi a, 1988: 43). Again, compa-

nies try to use the movement for marketing reasons. Last year I saw an advertisement of 

C&A with a t-shi t alled sustai a ilit  for only 4Euro. All over their webpage is this one 

o d sustai a ilit , ith sloga s like sustai a le p odu ts e e da , sustai a le suppl  

e e he e  a d sustai a le life fo  e e o e  C&A, . Fo  e e o e  i  a apitalist 

society, left out cultures and societies who love living close to and by nature, and even more 

left out the earth. In 2014 the global ecological footprint was on August 19th (Global Foot-

print Network). Means that the annual budget of earth resources in 2014 was already de-

pleted and from that day on world society lived by inventories of the next year and thus at 

the expense of our future generations. This overshoot day is coming a few days earlier every 

year. The Ge a  so iet  li es a  o e  the ea th s apa it , which is only possible due to 

the compensation of so many countries which live sustainable in real (Global Footprint Net-
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work).2 If we take nature into the hierarchy level it would be found on the very bottom. Hu-

mans spread a net over the earth with no connection to the earth. This net is a pure pres-

sure for the globe which will, if we tie the web even closer together without change, suffo-

cate the earth therein. B  sepa ati g atu e f o  e o o i s, e have walked blindly into 

tragedy  “a hs, . The fact that only few countries fully live in a highly developed socie-

ty which already caused this huge environmental mess shows the reality to global develop-

ment, with its current definition of capitalism and modernization, being universal and made 

for all would not work out. Besides the fact that out of various reasons I personally do not 

like the thought of modern development to be the ultimate model for all nations, it is to fur-

ther to question if systems (governments, alliances, economies, etc.) really want to bring the 

promised improvements of development to all countries? They must have realized as well 

that it will not work out with our planetary boundaries. How much do ruling powers actually 

want change and improvement in other countries? Alone for the consumption of food, Ger-

many needs more land area than it actually has. The demand for cultivable land increases 

greatly since agricultural products are not only eaten but also used for biofuel. The industrial 

countries, but also emerging economies like China and India, do not have enough land any-

more to be cultivated, thus agriculture became a global market. The so-called land-

grabbing  by big corporations, which seek to establish long-term plantations on a large scale, 

is often contracted by the exclusion of the public and is by now a widespread issue which 

cannot even be measured at the moment (Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen, 2015). What about 

an enough in cultures that permanently grow on demand upon the world's depleting re-

sources, due to the fact that everybody simply strives hard to have more (Schumacher, 

2013). 

 

4 Alter-Globalization  

Neoliberal Globalization cannot be seen as either good or evil by itself. It depends on what 

people do with the new possibilities. Considering the controversial current world order it is 

not a surprise that there is a rise of counter-movements and summits of the IMF, the World 

Bank or the WTO are connected with scene of protests and uproar (Stiglitz, 2002). This was 

seen just recently in Frankfurt when opponents drained their frustrations in riots all over the 

city which covered the opening of the new European Central Bank building. However, most 

                                                           
2
 See Appendix 1 for a graphical representation 
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movements run luckily non-violently. Alter-Globalization refers to social movements which 

are not necessarily against globalization, but want an alternative to neoliberal globalization 

(Kreff, 2011: 21). They question the capitalist economy and criticize modernity, without re-

jecting it but to show the negative tie between modernity and colonialism and to call deci-

sions makers to rethink the corporatocracy with its non-transparent and undemocratic 

mechanisms. The movement is especially critical of policies of economic neoliberalism and 

the promoting of international institutions, such as the World Bank, the IMF, the WTO, but 

also the OECD and the Group of Eight (G8) (Engler, 2011). First protests against the neoliber-

al globalization occurred in 1999 against the WTO in Seattle. Many participants and theorist 

instead trace the lineage of the movement through a 500-year history of resistance against 

European colonialism and U.S. Imperialism  E gle , : . The biggest annual meeting 

of the alter-globalization movement is the World Social Forum (WSF), which was held first in 

2001 in Porto Alegre, Brasil. The WSF sees itself as counter-event to the yearly World Eco-

nomic Forum of the international economic elites (Kreff, 2011: 21). The WSF gives place to 

exchange backgrounds and issues of local and national movements. This regular event is 

about networking and collecting ideas for future actions; it seeks to assert an identity as a 

unified international movement  E gle , : . This movement exists out of a network 

of autonomous organizations united in their critical perspective on capitalism, imperialism 

and culture domination. There are many terms and names which refer to it: The Anti-

Globalization Movement (more imposed by movement critiques), Global Justice Movement, 

Global Justice and Solidarity Movement, Movement of Movements or simply The Movement 

(Engler, 2011: 151). It is discussed if this movement is a single social movement or a collec-

tion of movements. The second would justify the many different opinions on whether and 

tactics of how to interact, there is no single model for social change, nor leading persons.  

Movement constituents include trade unionists, environmentalists, anarchists, land 

rights and indigenous rights activists, organizations promoting human rights and sus-

tainable development, opponents of privatization, and anti-sweatshop campaigners. 

These groups charge that the policies of corporate globalization have exacerbated 

global poverty and increased inequality (Engler, 2007: 150).  

Alter-globalization characterizes the globalization from below or grassroots globalization. 

The a th opologist A tu o Es o a  fo  i sta e sees e  so ial o e e ts  o t a  to the 

dominating capitalism in particular to neoliberal glo alizatio  as esh o ks , hi h do ot 

rely on hierarchy, decentralized decision-making, self-organization, heterogeneity, and di-
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versity (Kreff, 2011: 22). The grassroots globalization exists besides the NGOs out of a rising 

number of new social unions, networks and organizations. Representatives of the globaliza-

tion act from below act on local issues, interests and advocate for justice, equality and free 

access to resources or their redistribution (Kreff, 2011: 22). The Nobel Prize carrying welfare 

economist Amartya Sen claims an extension of the term wealth and riches with factors like 

social security, individual freedom and the right of education and health care. These aims are 

nothing other than the elementary human rights made to be the aim of economic activity 

(Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2011). In his perspective, human freedom is the primary means of 

development, in which the people are actively involved in shaping their own destiny instead 

of being the passive receivers of turned-over development programs. The state should have 

a supporting and safeguarding role for human capabilities (Sen, 1999). The organizations and 

movements hope to establish new global and non-capitalist ideas. However, the TNCs are 

not sleeping; they are very clever in their marketing strategies, which swallow counter 

movements and simply make them fashionable to the demand of society. The revolutionary 

Ché Guevara was seen in every clothing chain printed on t-shirts or Starbucks who picked up 

the alternative model of Fairtrade to make a global corporate chain out of it. Movements are 

working with campaigns, protests, strikes and mass mobilization of civil society (which is 

now possible on an international level). Combine them all it is probably the biggest move-

ment of all times. Yet, solutions vary massively from deglobalization and turning back to lo-

cal markets, while others come up with ideas of democratically controlled institutions of 

global governance. However, there is no easy solution and particularly no perfect system. A 

major first step would simply be that lives, regardless to ethnicity, sex, age or religion, are 

put at the centre and take priority over profit and goods (Schuhmacher, 2013) because to 

pursuit happiness does obviously not generate well-being (Fromm, 2008). 
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Teacher`s Guide:  

This guide has been designed to help teachers and students as well as any individual who 

wants to enrich their knowledge on conflict minerals and its local and global context. This 

material will give an overall view on conflict minerals of Africa. However, it focuses on the 

east of the Democratic Republic of Congo, Kivu districts, where the extraction of minerals 

has a massive impact on the population. Furthermore, the material gives an introduction to 

the structures of the current world order and the prevailing neoliberal economic system. 

These introductions make students to understand better the issues along the supply chains 

of minerals, as well as the local Congolese conflict becoming a global concern through the 

daily consumption of products with conflict minerals all over the world. The material gives a 

range of web links and videos provided to support the learning process, as well as for further 

deepening the interest. Activities, questions and discussion points for the class are marked 

with a light gray background.  

Objectives:  

Students will: 

 Obtain an overall view o  o fli t i e als : What a e the ? Where are they found?. 

What are they used for? 

 Learn more about the Democratic Republic of Congo: Some background information, an 

historical overview and the current social situation, which covers widespread human 

rights violations and issues of extreme poverty. 

 Able to reflect on global connections and their own contribution to global issues.  

 Gain a broader and critical view on neoliberal globalization by relating their own daily 

use and consumption of items to the situation in DR Congo.  

 Learn more about the various solutions and initiatives underway, as well as sustainable 

options and ideas to act personally. 

I suggest that the material is useful for people of 15 years and older. Due to the importance 

of the issue and the fact that children are already using items with conflict minerals an 

awareness can be also taught to younger ages.  Nonetheless, this material carries as well 

detailed information on the life conditions of people suffering as a result of mining and min-

eral trading, especially  women and child soldiers.   
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WHAT ARE CONFLICT MINERALS 
Starting questions for the class: 

 Ha e ou heard of the ter  o fli t i erals efore?  

 Whose o fli t is it?    

 Write the answers down (sticky posts, cardboards, etc.) to use them at a later point. 

Conflict minerals are minerals and its derivatives mined in conditions of conflict-affected 

and high-risk areas. The OECD identifies these areas by the presence of armed conflict, 

widespread violence or other risks of harm to people. Armed conflict may take a variety of 

forms, such as a conflict of international or non-international character, which may involve 

two or more states, or may consist of wars of liberation, or insurgencies, civil wars, etc.  Fur-

thermore, it explains that high-risk areas may include areas of political instability or repres-

sion, institutional weakness, insecurity, collapse of civil infrastructure and widespread vio-

lence. Such areas are often characterized by widespread human rights abuses and violations 

of national or international law  (OECD, 2013: 13). Conflict minerals are therefore used, 

when sold or traded, to finance or maintain conflicts and massive human rights abuses.  

 

Fig. 2: Conflict Minerals of Africa,  

Source: Hearts, 2012. 

 

The four recognized conflict minerals that are mined and 

sold to fund rebel armed groups in conflict-affected area 

in central Africa are gold and the so- alled 3 T´s :  

Tin, Tungsten and Tantalum. 

In addition to the conflict minerals there are many 

struggles for diamonds, particularly in West Africa it is 

known to finance fighting groups for years. 
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Those diamonds are, however, not included into the term conflict minerals but have a simi-

lar expression of blood- o  conflict diamonds  (Burgis, 2015). There are two major ways 

how conflicting parties profit from the trade of these minerals, which is comparable to a ma-

fia system. First, the armed groups have direct control of mines and own them. Second, they 

illegally tax the trade and the transportation of minerals along controlled routes of them. 

Traders need to bribe their way through for security (Smith and Bell, 2010). The minerals are 

thus a barrier in the way of peace and the opportunity for much needed change. 

MAIN MINING SITES IN AFRICA 

The mining and production of the 3-Ts and gold is done globally, including conflict-affected 

areas such as Afghanistan, Myanmar, or Colombia (Global Witness, 2015). Africa´s countries 

have an outstanding amount of natural resources. This continent is blessed with the richest 

diamond mines, huge crude oil reserves, gold, platinum, timber or jade – just to mention a 

few (Burgis, 2015). All of these resources play a significant role in the African economy and 

politics, as well as internationally. Conflict minerals, the 3TGs, typically come from the pre-

dominantly natural rich Democratic Republic of Congo and at times from surrounding coun-

tries in the Great Lakes region (Economic Commission for Africa, 2011). Exact numbers and 

data on quantity are hard to find or differ intensively. Campaigners for instance talk about 

80% of known stocks of coltan (one extraction of tantalum) from the DRC, contrarily in a 

study by Michael Nest he estimates on the vague existing data that the DRC and neighboring 

countries carry about 10% of the known reserves (Burgis, 2015: 30). Yet, real figures might 

be much higher, given that Africa has been less thoroughly searched than others. Neverthe-

less, the DRC ranks as second-most im-

portant supplier of coltan after Australia 

(Burgis, 2015: 30). Although, the T in-

i g used to att a t o e i e s efo e , 

it shifted presently, to the artisanal gold 

mining business which is by far the most 

important subsector in eastern DRC now 

(Spittaels, 2014: 11).    
Fig. 3: Artisanal Miners/ Minerals in the DRC, 

Source: Spittaels, 2014.  
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DR CONGO, AN OVERVIEW
3 

Location & Size: The Democratic Republic of Congo, short DRC, lies in the heart of sub-

Sahara Africa. Because of its massive size, it borders nine countries and has little access in 

the West to the Atlantic Ocean. The DRC is with its 2,344,858 km2 the second biggest country 

of whole Africa. The size of Germany would even fit nearly seven times into the DRC. 

Population: It has a population of 

77,433,744. Consider that these are less peo-

ple than in the so much smaller Germany 

(80,996,685).4 Within the DRC are over 200 

African ethnic groups. Due to that, it is a big 

multicultural society with a multitude of lan-

guages and religions. Interestingly the de-

mography counts 64,5% of the population 

under 24 years. 

Congo´s Blessings: Due to its size the DRC has many different landscapes, from a low-

lying plateau, access to the ocean, river valley, highlands and rainforests to mountains. As 

the landscape varies the weather changes: tropical hot and humid, but also cool and dry. 

Hence, the DRC is very fertile and has a high potential for agriculture and hydropower. Fur-

thermore, it carries some of the most wanted natural resources: Cobalt, copper, niobium, 

tantalum, tin, petroleum, industrial and gem diamonds, gold, silver, zinc, manganese, urani-

um, coal and timber can all be found there. 

THE USE OF CONFLICT MINERALS 
Discussion:  Question to the class: How many items are you carrying right now with you 

that you think can be linked to violent conflicts or conflict areas?  Give them a moment to 

think about it and later open a short discussion on:  

Who thinks that they do not have such items? Who knows or thinks that he/ she have items 

with conflict minerals? If so, what are these items and identify the type or types of conflict 

minerals used in these items? 

                                                           
3
 All facts are taken from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA): The World Factbook. 

4
 Estimated Population numbers are taken in July 2014. 

Fig. 4:  The DRC Population Pyramid illustrates the Age and 

Sex Structure. Source: CIA: DRC Factbook, 2015.  
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Tin, tantalum, tungsten and gold are essential for the production of many items in various 

industries, for example electronics, engines, as well as in the jewelry sector. A smaller part is 

used for the weapon industry and for medical equipment. The rise of the high-tech era made 

the demand for the conflict minerals particularly high and is constantly increasing. The boom 

for mobile and smart phones, computer, laptops and tablets, printers and camcorders but 

also the usage of video game consoles like Playstation and Nintendos Gameboy made the 

world market price increase at astonishing rates. At the metal stock exchange in London, the 

value, between February 2000 and January 2001 rose from 180 to 950 Euros per kilo of tan-

talum. That is an increase of more than five times (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2011: 70).  

 

Fig. 5: Uses of Congo´s 3T´s, 

Source: Resolution Possible, 2013. 

 

Tin 
(Cassiterite) 

The leading mineral in terms of dollar value contributing to armed 

groups in the DRC is the cassiterite ore, which is refined to produce tin 

(Sn). In 2008 about $115 million got contributed to armed groups alone 

through tin. Over the past years the demand and the prices have fluctu-

ated. This global price volatility is closely connected to the instability in 

the DRC and scarce supply. For example, a rebel offensive against the 
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country´s primary tin trading center which let the prices increase for 

31%. The major mines in North Kivu have changed ownership several 

times among different rebel groups (BSR, 2010: 6). Tin is mainly used in 

solders (predominantly for electronics) with over a half of the global tin 

supply. Further uses are tinplates (providing a basis for food cans and 

other materials) and a variety of chemical applications for instance cata-

lysts or PVC stabilizers, as well as a decent amount in glass manufactur-

ing (BSR, 2010: 6). 

Tantalum 
(Coltan) 

 
 

 

 

Tantalite is the mineral, and Tantalum (Ta) is the metallic element 

which can be extracted or refined from the ore. Extraction or produc-

tion of tantalum raw materials of all kinds is widespread. The conflict 

mineral is defined as columbite-tantalite  and is mainly known as 

coltan. This abbreviation is used only in parts of Africa as kind of a local 

nickname. Coltan is only one of many sources of tantalum (Coltan, n.d.). 

Because of its consistency it is like no other means used for super alloys 

in surgical equipment, high technology weapons, nuclear reactors, 

camera lenses and night vision devices. Nevertheless, the biggest share 

of the world production is needed for electronic capacitors in mobile 

phones, computers, gaming consoles, or for cars. Tantalum was discov-

ered in 1802 by a Swedish chemist named Eckberg. He became nearly 

exasperated with the difficult exploration of the acid-resistant metal. 

Out of that reason he named his discovery after the Greek mythological 

figure Tantalus, ho as ot a le to digest his g eat p ospe it , a d 

for his greed he gained overpowering ruin  Bu gis, 2015: 29). He was 

condemned to eternal suffering in the underworld (Werner-Lobo and 

Weiss, 2011: 71). The power of words can be seen as a parable for a 

whole country which is rich like a king and yet its people are perma-

nently rated among the poorest ones on this planet. 

Tungsten  
(Wolframite) 

The use of tungsten (W) is a lot more widely spread across industries 

than the other three conflict minerals. It also may not be visible to the 

end consumer or part of consumer-facing products. While for tin and 

tantalum the electronic industry is the foremost user, tungsten is used 
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in a large number of different supply chains. Sixty percent of its global 

apply is conce t ated i  ha d etals  a d % on steel which is used for 

example in cutting tools for industries like mining, steelmaking, machin-

ing and manufacturing (BSR, 2010: 7).  

GOLD 

Gold has e-

come the most 

lucrative conflict 

mineral for 

armed groups in 

easter  Co go.   

(Enough Project, 

2012: 1) 

Click to watch 

about 

conflict gold 

The international prices for gold (Au) are immoderate high. Because of 

the informal business of the conflict minerals exact figures of the gold 

production of Congo do not exist, however it is estimated that the DRC 

trades out approximately 11 to 15 tons of gold a year, with an annual 

value of $627 to $855 million. A high amount of the extremely high 

profit is going directly to armed groups and used for their sake. Their 

interest in gold has been rapidly increasing because of gold´s low-

volume nature it is way easier to smuggle than the 3-T metal ores 

(Enough Project, 2012). Gold is with 80% used to make jewelry. Fur-

thermore, it is needed for the production of medical equipment, aero-

space, in the financial industry and again in electronics (BSR, 2010: 8). 

Activity:  

Hand out the information sheet Conflict Minerals in Your Daily Digital Life (Appendix 2). Have 

a look at it and let your students. If possible bring an old electronic device which you can 

fully dismantle together. Ask again the entry question of:  

How many items are you carrying right now with you that you think can be linked to violent 

conflicts or conflict areas?  

 

WORLD ORDER & WORLD ECONOMY, AN OVERVIEW 
The following section briefly explains the current world order regarding the structures of 

people and economy. It will first use some examples to demonstrate the prevailing unfair 

system within and among societies. Second, it shows how the current economy is a linear 

system. Combing those two issues is important to finally understand the system behind ne-

oliberalism and the systemic exploitation by transnational corporation (TNCs), which will be 

linked back to the topic of conflict mineral and its global players.  

 

https://youtu.be/GPxKxUMJWcE
https://youtu.be/GPxKxUMJWcE
https://youtu.be/GPxKxUMJWcE
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Introduction to the New World Order 

Activity: Hand out the worksheet (Appendix 3) for the students and explain the task. They 

need to find out about current world structures regarding class, race, sex and disability. The 

triangle therefore represents society. This is a pre-activity for further understanding of the 

mechanism of neoliberalism. For a better understanding of the facilitator watch:  

YouTube, Neoliberalism as a water balloon, Part 1 (2010, 6:28min)  

Prevailing World Order 

The current world order is arranged in a hierarchal 

system, divided horizontally in classes and vertical-

ly into race, sex and disability. 

 

 

 

If you look at the model of society all 

races should be equally represented in 

all classes. However, some groups are 

mostly at the bottom while others 

dominate from the top.  

Sex should be represented equally 

among each class, however due to 

gender discrimination there are more 

women in poverty and in the lower 

classes while men rule at the top. 

https://youtu.be/Q-Jix4opZuY
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To change class differences we need to change the 

shape of society. 

  

 
 

If society would look like this, the differences from 

bottom – up would not be nearly as huge.  

People with disabilities face a lot of 

discrimination and are therefore also 

not fairly represented in society. 

 

Race, sex and disability have in 

comparison to race vertical lines. If you 

want to change the way people are 

treated you need to fight 

discrimination.  

To sum it up: 

The world is structured in a hierarchal system, ruled and controlled from top – down. There 

are huge prevailing inequalities. First, there is a system in social structures (connected with 

economic possibilities that give an identity regarding class/status). In this hierarchy there are 

lots of people found on the bottom while a tiny amount is placed at the top. Second, inher-

ent identities are furthermore disproportionately represented among the existing struc-

tures. Discrimination and racism are deeply implemented in our world order. The system 

itself never changed since the colonial past, just the ones on top of the pyramid. Instead of 

colonizer and colonized, terms got introduced like unde de eloped , de elopi g  a d de-

veloped  or third world  and first world  to point out the division.   

Introduction to the World Economy 

Activity:          Watch: The Story of Stuff (2007, 22min.) 

 

The Story of Stuff is based on facts of the USA. Discover more of your own world and go to 

the interactive website of Generation Awake, an awareness campaign by the European 

Commission. Here students can explore a house full of items included with information, like 

the costs of production or what kinds of resources are needed.  

Major points to remember:  

 The world economy is a linear system, which carries on structures of human oppression 

and natural resource exploitation.  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/generationawake/
http://storyofstuff.org/movies/story-of-stuff/
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 A linear economic system is not sustainable. Environmental degradation and pollution is 

caused all along the line at the extraction, the production, the consuming process and 

overall at the disposal.  

 The prevailing linear economic system benefits of the world´s systemic and constructed 

inequality and fuels into the gap between rich and poor. The ones at the bottom of the 

hierarchy barely ever take some profit out of the global economic development. The al-

ready economically privileged gain the most benefits of financial growth.  

 

Introduction to Neoliberalism 

Our modern global world is based on new technology and transportation systems. Through 

these inventions our planet got intertwined and extremely interconnected in times of Glob-

alization. The strife of this global era is consumption and gaining more, individual identifica-

tion is experienced by what you have and what you do. These values and standards we get 

daily implemented via all kinds of media. TNCs take among others a key part in the systemic 

propagandizing due to the fact that they are the ones who profit the most out of the prevail-

ing order. The ones with money are the ones with power and therefore their influence in-

creased throughout the past decades. These corporations in combination with international 

financial institutions saw restrictions by governments as limitations of growth and therefore 

they took the opportunity to change the world system into so-called neoliberalism, which 

promotes free trade, deregulations of governments and privatization of actually common 

goods to replace it with individual responsibility. In the name of development financial insti-

tutions like the IMF, the World Bank or the World Trade Organization took the responsibility 

of economically poorer countries and created space through the neoliberal rules for the 

benefit of TNCs. The regulations of the free market grant the ones on the hierarchal top 

even more power. In contrary, this situation makes it very hard for economically weak and 

poor countries, mostly due to their colonial history and the post-colonial on-going oppres-

sion and exploitation by global players to keep on guaranteeing cheap excess to outstanding 

rich natural resources. Dependencies were therefore created by international financial insti-

tutions that kick the ball to transnational corporations beyond governmental sovereignty.  

Activity:  Hand out Appendix 4 and have a look how the system works (or try to rebuild 

  this experiment):  

  YouTube, Neoliberalism as a water balloon – part 2 (2010, 6:04min.)  

https://youtu.be/ef1Oan-0T6U
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To sum it up: 

 The profit of the contemporary economic system is not fairly equaled out at all. Few get 

richer and richer, while many are stuck at the bottom in extreme poverty.  

 The ruling powers who take all the benefits are mainly economic institutions, in particu-

lar transnational corporations and financial allies, such as the World Bank, the IMF and 

the WTO.  

 In so-called development projects dependencies between global players and economi-

cally poor countries, but often extremely rich in natural resources, are constructed. 

Conditions are imposed by global lenders in return for their assistance. Those conditions 

are the neoliberal free market regulations which give corporations a great sphere of in-

fluence, access to natural resources, and limits government sovereignty. Through the 

force of privatization natural resources, like land or water, fall into the hands of TNCs. 

 Neoliberal free trade market regulations fuels again into a world division of wealth and 

is not sustainable at all. 

 

New World Order and Conflict Minerals 

Combining the lessons learned from The Story of Stuff 

and Neoliberalism with conflict minerals, we will see all 

the mentioned issues along the line from mining and 

production all the way to disposal. Neoliberalism in an 

era of globalization which is based on modern high-

tech, the demand of Congo´s minerals by TNCs is con-

vulsive. Consequently TNCs are more than willing to let 

locals pay a high prize in regard to the question asked in The Story of Stuff: If I do ´t pa  

ho is pa i g i stead? (9thmin.). We use products with conflict minerals every single day. 

We buy them to affordable prices and never question under which conditions they are 

made, nor do we think about the people or the environment. Europe is very poor in natural 

resources, the resource we ha e is s ie e a d the efo e ode  k o ledge . Af i a in-

stead is a storehouse of natural resources of which our society is dependent of. Systemic 

looting in the DRC is seen ever colonialism and generated an marginalized area of chaos 

which top world corporations are taking their profit off. TNCs are the ones who need the 

minerals. Over the years corporations have been deeply involved in the exploitations of Con-

Fig. 6: Africa´s Systemic Looting, 

Source: Anonymous Art of Revolution, 2013.  
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go´s minerals. The EU is one of the most important trading hubs for products with natural 

resou es fi a i g o fli ts a d hu a  ights iolatio s. The EU is the o ld´s la gest 

economy, the world´s largest trading block, and home to 500 million consumers  Glo al 

Witness, 2015: 1). The international trade of 3T´s and gold ores, concentrates, and metals 

was worth in excess of €123 billion, from which the import of mobile phones alone was of 

nearly worth €30 billion  in 2013 (Global Witness, 2015). However, 93% of European compa-

nies do not reveal a conflict minerals supply chain policy on their corporate websites or re-

ports, even though they are working with 3T´s and gold (Global Witness, 2015). Further-

more, another 88% of EU listed companies do not even mention conflict minerals on their 

websites (Global Witness, 2015). 

Activity:  Every student chooses an electronic company and does their own research on 

the activism about conflict minerals. It is important to keep questions in mind like: Do they 

admit to the issue? Is there any willingness or progress towards a conflict-free mining sector 

and supply chain? 

 Discuss the research findings in your group 

 Make ou  o  a ki g i  ega d of de i g the issue  to a ds e  

a ti e i  fighti g the p o le .  

 The solutions you find out may help you in your next purchase! 

Resources to use: Personal website of the companies, Good Electronics & Electronics Watch 

give a lot of information on individual companies and general related issues. 

Discussion: At the end refer to the question of the very beginning:  

Whose o fli t is it? , Wh ? , What ha e ha ged our opi io / did our opi io  

ha ge?  Select the new answers on some sticky posts, cardboards.   

Two short clips for rounding up:  

 Sarcastic clip: YouTube, Scandalous Press Conference at a trade fair by Thank you Third 

World Campaign  (2009, 1:15min.)  

 Awareness clip: YouTube, CES 2014 Conflict Minerals 90 second keynote version by Intel 

(2014, 1:31min.)   

http://goodelectronics.org/
http://electronicswatch.org/en
https://youtu.be/X0fdLTI85AY
https://youtu.be/X0fdLTI85AY
https://youtu.be/X0fdLTI85AY
https://youtu.be/7fCFzRZH3Pk
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE DRC 
With a pencil, a ruler, and a map, the modern DR Congo was founded at the Berlin Confer-

ence in 1885. Ever since, the Congolese face a history of tyranny full of oppression, discrimi-

nation, terror and exploitation: 

King Leopold II and the Belgians ran a brutal colonization in which it is 

estimated that during that era Congo lost nearly 50 percent of its popula-

tion - approximately ten million people - due to a new kind of slavery, 

torture, forced labor, diseases and killing. The animating spirit behind 

these atrocities was to rob Congo´s natural wealth, which in that time 

were mainly rubber and ivory. (Deibert, 2013; Hochschild, 1999)  

Colonial 

Era 

 

Independence 

 

After its independence in 1960, this suffering was followed by a 

short hope of Patrice Lumumba, the first prime minister of Congo. 

But his socialists leanings made the West afraid that Congo was go-

ing to fall in the Soviet sphere of influence and, therefore, lose the 

access to it. Shortly after, in 1961, Lumumba was seized, tortured, 

and then killed by troops of Mobutu Sese Seko under the control of 

the West. (Deibert, 2013; Hochschild, 1999) 

In 1965, president Mobutu came in power. He was backed by the 

USA and Europe during the cold war because of his staunch anti-

communism. This ended in one of the most corrupt and violent dic-

tatorships in Africa lasting nearly three decades. Like the colonial 

power, Mobutu showed high interest in Congo´s resources. Mobutu 

named the country Zaire. (Deibert, 2013) 

Sese-Seko 

Regime 

 

African 

World 

War 

 

The deadliest 

war after 1945 

has never 

evoked any 

peace demon-

stration in the 

world. 

(Werner-Lobo, 

Weiss, 2010) 

In 1997 Mobutus regime got overthrown by the opposition leader Laurent 

Kabila; the coup was supported by its Rwandan and Ugandan allies and the 

West. His mobilized rebel forces marched from the east of Congo to the 

capital in the West, raping and killing along the way. Afterwards, Kabila al-

ienated from his former allies Rwanda and Uganda. This was the tipping 

point for what some have called Africa´s World War which involved nine 

African countries with more than twenty armed groups. Kabila was support-

ed by Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Chad and the Sudan in his fight against 

Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi, which were backed by the USA and the Brit-

Fig. 8: P. Lumumba 

Fig. 9: Dictator Mobutu 

Fig. 7: King Leopold II 
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ish due to their guilt of nonaction in the Rwandan genocide. Underlying in-

terest of each country was to steal Congo´s mineral wealth. It is estimated 

that this was the deadliest conflict worldwide after WW II. (Deibert, 2013) 

Joseph Kabila came to power in 2001 after his father was assassi-

nated. He was able to bring the fighting parties to negotiation ta-

ble with a result of an agreement of a government in unity. In 2006 

Kabila won the first multiparty election in Congo in forty years. 

Nevertheless, tensions remain ever since because oppositions re-

fuse to recognize the results. Congo is still on the brink of civil war 

and suffers from a weak government and constant corruption. 

Particularly the east of Congo, called Kivu, is in chronic struggles 

and the centre of conflict now. (Deibert, 2013) 

Post-War Era 

 
Fig. 10: Joseph Kabila 

Kivu  

Conflict 

 

 
Fig. 11:  

Kivu Districts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You find a 

summary in  

Appendix 5 

The current Kivu conflict is a result of past political events in Congo, re-

gime changes in neighboring countries and the tensions between those 

governments. First in 1986 when Y. Museveni overthrew the Ugandan 

government, followed by the Rwandan genocide in 1994 when P. Kagame 

came into power, lastly by the war in Congo. All those changes of govern-

ments caused refugees and internally displaced persons who gave birth to 

new violent armed oppositions and rebel groups. Military interventions 

forced certain armed groups with ethnic or political interest to move. For 

example, the Ugandan rebel group Lord Resistance Army (LRA) shifted into 

the Congo, as well as the Rwandan Hutu – Tutsi conflict. Kivu is currently 

savaged by dozens of armed groups. Among those are Congolese rebel 

groups, units of the Congolese army, local militias, Rwandan and Ugandan 

rebel groups and armed forces (BSR, 2010: 5). All of them are trying to 

gain greater control over Co go s i e al pie. It is not by accident that the 

hotspot of the conflict is all along the line of the big mines (Werner-Lobo 

and Weiss, 2011: 68). The most serious rebellion carried out by the so-

called M23 rebels started in 2012. The Congolese army and a new UN 

formation defeated them in 2013. This was the first UN peacekeeping in-

tervention to carry out offensive operations (Deibert, 2013). Thus, if one 

armed group goes another one will cause trouble and terror soon after.  
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SITUATION NOWADAYS 
Throughout history, conflicts and wars have in recurring waves plaguing the DRC. Nowadays, 

it is a complex system of armed groups and fighting parties which each has their individual 

interest and committed allies. The underlying motivation is a combination of ethnical and 

economical interests. These conflicts combined with a global economic context, Congo is 

doomed to failure and performs on the last ranks of any country assessments for years. The 

history has caused devastating effects on this resource-rich country whose population has 

paid an enormous price for its natural wealth, in their case it is more a curse than a blessing. 

The people, particularly in the 

eastern part, suffer massive human 

rights abuses and are under con-

stant threats. They are living in a 

system of chronic violence from 

various domestic and foreign ac-

tors, who use them, oppress them and exploit them with no sense of humanity. The UN 

called it one of the most severe humanitarian crises on the planet (Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 

2011: 67). Due to the cyclic conflicts in eastern Congo the chaos hinders development (Glob-

al Witness, 2015). There are a number of issues which are directly linked to the mining in-

dustry and the trade of minerals. Others have indirect linkages as results that grow out of 

poverty, which is seen around the world. 

Activity:  Watch: YouTube, Conflict Minerals 101 by the Enough Project (2009, 4min.)  

Exercise:  In the following there is a listing of the current living situations. Students split 

up into 5 groups and work on different aspects of the realities in the Kivu districts. For each 

team the teacher hands out a short summary with further links to information and discus-

sion ideas. Also, encourage the students to do their own research. At the end each group 

presents their topic.  

 Team 1: Modern-day Slavery and the Mining Industry 

 Team 2: Supply Chains 

 Team 3: Children in Eastern Congo 

 Team 4: Women as Weapon of War 

 Team 5: Impunity of War Criminals 

Numbers can only reflect a tiny dimension of it: 

2 millions fled home and are stuck in IDP camps. (Enough Project) 

One of the most tragic conflicts of our time with more than five 

million dead. (UN Economic Commission for Africa, 2013) 

In the decade from 2000, the DRC was the only nationality whose 

GDP per capita was less than a dollar a day. (Burgis, 2015: 30) 

http://www.raisehopeforcongo.org/content/conflict-minerals
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Organizations and Research Centers 

with lots of information on the topics: 

Friends of the Congo, Somo.nl,  

Enough Project/ Raise Hope for Congo,  

Free the Slaves, Global Witness,  

Business for Social Responsibility (BSR),  

International Peace 

 Information Service (IPIS) 

Modern-Day Slavery and the  

Mining Industry 

The minerals are mainly mined by small 

scale miners and informal artisanal min-

ing. In many cases there is a lack of labor 

rights and bad working conditions includ-

ing safety concerns. The collapse of mine 

shafts is just one example. Furthermore, 

mining is linked to environmental degradation, like deforestation. The impact of mining be-

comes worse when conflict is brought into the picture. The citizens are on the mercy of 

armed groups, which profit through illegal taxation or forced labor. These miners are not 

necessarily controlled by illegal armed groups, yet their livelihoods depend very much on the 

supply chains (BSR, 2010). Nonetheless, the Belgian research institute IPIS published in 2014 

that yet over half of miners in the DRC work in mines where armed groups are present 

(Spittaels, 2014). There is an extent link of slavery to the mining and trade of minerals. Ac-

cording to a research released in 2013 by Free the Slaves there are several types of slavery in 

the Kivu districts: Debt bondage, forced labor and peonage slavery. In all those common 

practices children are not excluded (FTS, Free the Slaves, 2013).  

Keywords/ questions for research: Small scale mining, forced labor, modern-day slavery,  

Resources to use: 

 YouTube, Conflict Minerals, Rebels and Child Soldiers in Congo (2012, 38min.) 

 Free The Slaves reports: The Congo Report and  Congo´s Mining Slaves 

 Spittaels (2014): Analysis the interactive map of artisanal mining areas in Eastern DR 

Congo: May 2014 update.  

 

 

Supply Chains 

The minerals are smuggled out of the DRC via neighboring countries to get to the coast to be 

shipped out of the continent. These minerals move through complex and non-transparent 

supply chains, beginning with artisanal mines, becoming blended with minerals sourced from 

https://youtu.be/kYqrflGpTRE
http://www.freetheslaves.net/where-we-work/congo/
http://ipisresearch.be/publication/analysis-interactive-map-artisanal-mining-areas-eastern-drc-may-2014-update/
http://ipisresearch.be/publication/analysis-interactive-map-artisanal-mining-areas-eastern-drc-may-2014-update/
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other regions, and go into the manufacture of billions of items in a range of industries  B“‘, 

2010: 8). 

Example of Gold:  

Ninety-five percent of eastern Congo´s gold is traded informally (BSR, 2010: 8). A supply 

chain therefore might look like this: Gold mines: Child miners and soldiers  Congolese 

smugglers: Paying off the warlords  Regional smugglers: Carrying gold in briefcases from 

Uganda, Burundi, and Tanzania  Either cash-for-gold dealers and refiners: melting centers 

in Dubai, or jewelers in the Middle East and India Banks: Holding gold for investors in 

Switzerland  Jewelry stores: On to the consumer (Enough Project, 2012: 3). 

Keywords for research: Supply chain/ trading routes conflict minerals 

Resources to use: 

 Enough Project Report: From mine to mobile phone. 

 Intel: The Conflict Mineral Journey.  

 

Children of Eastern Congo 

Children in the DRC are growing up in great hardship. Their families are often too poor to 

provide for education or basic health standards. Children are exposed to the worst forms of 

child labor. Furthermore, there is a constant threat of abduction and recruitment by rebels 

who socialize them through personal terror into soldiers, who torture, rape, and kill. They 

become from being a victim to being a perpetrator. The occurrence of child soldiers is very 

widespread among many armed groups in the DRC, including the government. As children 

make up the majority demographic in the DRC, there is a continuous supply of potential re-

cruits.  

Fig. 12: Simplified Electronics Supply Chain for Metals Sourced from the DRC, 

Source:  Global Witness, (n.d.).  

http://www.enoughproject.org/publications/mine-mobile-phone
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/corporate-responsibility/conflict-mineral-journey-infographic.html
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Keywords/ questions for research: Child Soldiers, recruitment and use of children by armed 

forces, how and why children become soldiers, abduction, child labor, child slavery 

Resources to use:  

 YouTube, Children of Conflict - Congo - Part 1 + 2 by Aljazeera (2007, ~ 23min.) 

 Websites of: WarChild, Child-Soldiers  

 

Women as Weapon of War 

Women and girls in the DRC are often victims of forced prostitution and marriage, sex traf-

ficking, and sexual slavery; these gender-based tactics are also used as weapons of war. 

Gender-based and sexual violence (including mass rape) are a dominant feature in the ongo-

ing Kivu conflict. The eastern DRC is believed to have one of the highest rates of sexual vio-

lence in the world because combatants in the area routinely use the targeted rape of girls 

and women as a weapon of war. The UN e e  alled the ou t  ape apital of the o ld  

(Townsend, 2015). Sexual violence and rape is a common tool of warfare, it is systematic and 

widespread and is an increased peril. It is a tactic of tor-

ture, a tool of oppression and power. Besides the long-

lasting psychological harm and trauma on women, this 

domination also humiliates their husbands and men of 

the community. It demonstrates their powerlessness to 

protect their women and families (Deibert, 2013: 88). Out 

of that reason you can destroy whole families and communities. The high risk of infection 

with sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), including HIV/AIDS, accompanies all sexual vio-

lence against women and girls. The International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia 

convicted first rape as a crime against humanity (Hagen, 2003). 

Keywords/ questions for research: Women as weapon of war, sexual violence, forced prosti-

tution, forced marriage, sex trafficking and sexual slavery 

Resources to use:  

 YouTube, Inside Story – Rape i  the DR Co go: A ‚ eapo  of ar‘ by Al Jazeera (2013, 

25min.) 

 Women of the Congo, their stories ... by Breaking the Silence 

 

In the DRC ... 

1152 women are raped every day, 

48 women are raped every hour, 

4 women are raped every 5 minutes! 

(Adetunji, 2011) 

https://youtu.be/kpd3ykS4QOQ
http://www.warchild.org.uk/issues/child-soldiers
http://child-soldiers.org/index.php
https://youtu.be/uxCWN2Mb7-E
http://congojustice.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/women.pdf
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Impunity of War Criminals 

One of the major underlying problems in instable countries or systemic poverty is the lack of 

or outdated justice systems. These justice systems were built by colonial power to actually 

oppress the population and protect the colonizer instead of helping the locals (Haugen, 

2014). In the DRC, the legal roots are from a Belgian past. Barely any war criminal are ac-

cused of their crimes, and in the rare case of conviction, it is easy to get out through corrup-

tion channels and bribery (Hall and LaRocco, 2012). Due to the lack of law enforcement, the 

people do not seek legal justice and passively endure a bizarre level of violence (Hall and 

LaRocco, 2012). In a prevailing culture of impunity without protection for the civilians, there 

is barely a chance for positive development. These countries remain on the world´s bottom; 

they do not have good governance, access to education or public health, and there is hardly 

any hope for profit out of the economy for the population. Furthermore, national reconcilia-

tion and finding peace with the past is hard to foster without apparent justice. Nonetheless, 

it is important to understand that justice is not universal and might look very different with 

its cultural components, like rural and tribal systems (Bloch, 2011). Yet, The absence or fail-

ure of judicial mechanisms and the culture of impunity in the Congo, particularly in the East, 

are the most significant impediments to stability and development in the country  (Hall and 

LaRocco, 2012). 

Keywords for research: Impunity, reconciliation, International Criminal Court, violation of 

international humanitarian law 

Resources to use:  

 Hall, Aaron and Annette LaRocco (Feb. 2012): Time Works Against Justice.  

 TedTalk by Haugen Gary (March 2015): The hidden reason for poverty the world 

needs to address now. 

 

Round off the topic:   

 Watch: Friends of the Congo: Crisis in the Congo – Uncovering the Truth (2011, 26:26min.) 

 This documentary summarizes the humanitarian crisis of the DRC in a historical, social, 

political and economical context.  

 Watch this powerful encouraging video by young Congolese artists, who spoke out for 

their country, by the Art on the Frontline Project in Goma:  

 YouTube: Mazao (EP.1) Art on FrontLine (2013, 4:18min.)  

http://www.enoughproject.org/files/Ending%20Impunity%20in%20Eastern%20Congo.pdf
http://www.ted.com/talks/gary_haugen_the_hidden_reason_for_poverty_the_world_needs_to_address_now
http://www.ted.com/talks/gary_haugen_the_hidden_reason_for_poverty_the_world_needs_to_address_now
http://congojustice.org/
https://youtu.be/f7zN3HkvW1E
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A BETTER WORLD IS POSSIBLE 

The link between natural resources and conflict in the Great Lakes Region was first identified 

in 2000. Soon the problem was seen in the lack of transparent trading routes and unsustain-

able management; therefore, the de a d fo  a o p ehe si e i e al t a ki g a d e tifi-

atio  e ha is  a ose UN E o o i  Co mission for Africa, 2013: 8). Ever since an in-

creasing amount of various stakeholders admitted to the issue and started to address it. 

Campaigns from NGOs predominantly in the USA were able to publish reports, information 

and videos to spread awareness to the public. Governments and corporations were pres-

sured to act and rethink on-going systems. In the past few years different approaches and 

efforts could be seen which face the problem. Governments, but also industry-led initiatives 

have planned and established solutions which mainly focus on tracking down supply chains, 

monitor transactions, building up certification mechanisms and design policies which prohib-

it trade with armed groups (UN Economic Commission for Africa, 2013). The booming de-

mand for ethically-certified products by consumers also fuelled into the solution-oriented 

acting.  

 A relatively new creation in the aftermath of globalization, certification is the result 

 of the desire of global consumers to ensure that the products they use in their daily 

 life conform to certain ethical and environmental standards, even if the supply of raw 

 materials and manufactured products has moved overseas beyond the reach of their 

 own domestic legislation. [...]Certification is therefore by nature a voluntary agree-

 ment between consumers and producers, without consideration on where they phys-

 ically live in the world (UN Economic Commission for Africa, 2013: 8).  

The consumers gain power to selectively choose certain standards and therefore the list of 

initiatives and new strategies, such as minerals tagging or fingerprinting, is growing (UN Eco-

nomic Commission for Africa, 2013). For years most corporations fully ignored and even de-

nied the issue. Due to rising activism addressing the topic and spreading awareness new 

regulations, initiatives like the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform were introduced. Companies 

had to react on the consumers demand and progress in eliminating conflict minerals in sup-

ply chains can be seen among leading electronic companies (Lezhnev and Hellmuth, 2012).  
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Fig. 13: Electronic Companies Ranked by Progress on Conflict Minerals, Source: Enough Project, 2012. 

Although there are many changes underway on macro and micro level, the issue of conflict 

minerals is still an up-to-date topic that needs further global solutions in regard to the fact 

that products are yet not conflict-free. There is still no significant success due to the overall 

complexity of supply chains and high risks along the line (see Appendix 6). The UN Economic 

Commission shows the difficulty in an example of a communication network: The o pa  

would need to filter through 35 manufacturers, 60 to 80 parts suppliers, more than 1000 

commodity parts suppliers, and an unknown number of distributors to get to all of its 

sources  (UN Economic Commission for Africa, 2013: 9). Solutions and strategies focus most-

ly on one aspect along the supply chain and are losing track somewhere else. In 2012, how-

ever, a network of industry partners established the Conflict-Free Tin Initiative which 

showed that sourcing conflict-free due diligence and traceability is possible.5 The so-called 

closed-pipe model is used by the Dutch company Fairphone who promote their phone as 

fully conflict-free and show a high transparency, from their origin in the DRC all the way to 

the final product.6 Not alone small companies benefit from the established conflict-free sup-

ply chain, but also partners like Motorala Solutions or Nokia. Few TNCs are personally facing 

                                                           
5
 This information has been retrieved from www.solutions-network.org, June 9

th
 2015. 

6
 This information has been retrieved from www.fairphone.com, June 9

th
 2015. 

http://www.solutions-network.org/
http://www.fairphone.com/
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the issue without being forced by delayed laws. Intel is outstanding in its very positive pro-

gress towards conflict-free products and is even eager to be conflict-free in 2016 (Intel, 

2014), similar progress is seen at HP. Those leading companies have developed programs 

towards conflict-free which makes it possible for other companies to follow (Lezhnev and 

Hellmuth, 2012). A o g thei  ideas e e s elte  auditi g p og a  a d a  aid p oje t fo  

lagging smelters, direct sourcing and aid projects to help Congo develop a clean minerals 

trade, and tracing projects to dig deeply into their supply chains to identify precise numbers 

of s elte s  Lezh e  a d Hell uth, : . Change is seen among some corporations and 

industries, yet others remain far behind. For that reason, besides the initiatives on an eco-

nomic volunteer level, there must be worked on the legislative level as well. By law it needs 

to be assured that not only few responsible companies act. The US American Dodd-Frank 

Act, established in 2010, which requires transparency all along the supply chain and domes-

tic reforms in the Great Lakes Region have been able to gain a success (Global Witness, 

2015). The EU, however, has not yet worked anything out. Considering that the EU is 

responsible for almost a quarter of the global gold and 3T´s trade, it is a shocking truth that 

they are just about to discuss mineral 

regulations in 2015 (Global Witness, 

2015). An existing guideline by the EU 

Commission on conflict minerals does 

little since it is a voluntary act and it 

only accounts to few companies that 

di e tl  i po t o fli t i e als. Vol-

untary measures do not change compa-

nies sourcing practices  Glo al Wit-

ness, 2015). There is a current European 

Commission´s proposal, voted by the 

European Parliament, which call out for 

mandatory responsibility in sourcing 

and trading covered by law for a wide 

range of natural resources coming from 

conflict-affected and high-risk areas. It 

Fig. 14: Main Solutions & Initiatives  
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builds on lessons-learned by former international standards and goes in line with the OECD 

Guidance for companies to publicly report on their supply chain at all stages due diligence 

effort. Furthermore, it is designed for a global scope, not restricted for one area (Global Wit-

ness, 2015). These negotiations are supported by European campaigns like the multi-

stakeholder Mad-Mining Campaign, which aim to get ethical and environmental standards in 

the mining sector.7 Overall, there is still a long way to go to change the prevailing systems, 

here in Europe as well as in Africa and all along the line.  

Activity:  Corporate Letter Writing 

It is important to take a stand for political democratic engagement and more resistance 

against the power of TNCs and their influence on politics. You want change? Say it out loud. 

Tell your politicians what you do not like in our system and tell them your dreams or the 

changes you want to see. Leaders need to know what bothers the population, does not mat-

ter if political or economical ones. You can write to electronic companies. You can confront 

them personally about their progress towards conflict-free supply chains and remind them 

on how important it is to you. You as consumer can use your power to pressure companies 

for their true corporate social responsibility.  

 

Fig. 15: On the Wrong Side of Capitalism, Source: Films for Action, 2015. 

                                                           
7 This information has been retrieved from www.stop-mad-mining.org, June 1

st
 2015. 

 

http://www.stop-mad-mining.org/
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Buy Buy 

Make 

Thrift 

Swap Swap 

Borrow 

Use what you have! 

You’re the Solution! 

Waste has been constantly growing since the industrial revolution. 

The easo  is that ou  e o o ies ha e used a take-make-

consume and dispose  patte  of g o th ho  e ha e see  

it in The story of stuff. This prevailing economic model is a 

linear model which assumes that resources are abundant, available and are cheap and easy 

to dispose. Natural living for centuries has proven systems are always circular. Therefore, we 

need to establish a circular economy which instead of a system of take-make-consume and 

dispose  is using norms and values of reusing, repairing, refurbishing, sharing and recycling 

existing materials and products. Waste can be turned into a resource again. There is a high 

need that all resources are managed more efficiently throughout their life cycle. This sys-

tematic change need to be internalized by governments and economies, but also by every 

one of us! Behavioral change is in general very difficult. However, a long-term study in which 

researchers observed a population of monkeys slowly learning to wash the sand off their 

sweet-potatoes in the ocean before eating showed that the top of the social hierarchy were 

the ones slowest to adopt the behavioral change (Matsuzawa, 2008). Similarly, if those in 

charge of scheduling our lives - economies and governments - are not yet amenable to 

change then it is about us.  

““BBEE  tthhee  CCHHAANNGGEE  yyoouu  wwaanntt  ttoo  sseeee  iinn  tthhee  wwoorrlldd!!”” (Mahatma Ghandi) 

We need to take responsibility on our own behavior in every action of our life, this involves 

on the one hand our daily responsible shopping and consuming, and on the other hand, 

thinking on what will happen with the products after we used them. We do have an 

influence on the actions in our lifestyle. It seems like one drop in the ocean but 

many drops can turn into a river.  

Round off the topic:  Read the poetry by JJ Bola: Tell them. (Appendix 7)  

The poem is about remembering and humanizing the victims of tragedy, whether in 

war, conflict, or other tragic mass loss of life. That their existence is not just reduced 

to a number or a death toll, but as people who lived and were loved. It is about 

challenging and changing the narrative which dangerously dehumanizes and reduc-

es them into a single story of nothing but violence and warfare. (JJ Bola) 

● ● ● 

  REDUCE. 

  REUSE. 

  RECYCLE. 

  UPCYCLE. 

  BORROW. 

  SHARE. 

  SWAP. 

  REPAIR. 

● ● ● 
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IV. Conclusion 

The Congolese case of conflict minerals is just one example of post-colonial plundering to 

point out the overall picture and damage. Humanitarian tragedies cannot be explained by 

internal or external factors only. The international structure of incoherent donor-country 

policies driven by contradicting interests plays a crucial role in the DR Congo, as well as in 

other conflicts (Gebrewold, 2009). Most conflicts worldwide are held in regions where large 

stores of natural resources are found; corporations play a significant role in the maintenance 

of these conflicts. Africa is not underdeveloped; it is overexploited over the centuries. Cor-

porations, governments, and international financial institutions all tower above the op-

pressed at the bottom, who are slaves to an economic system exposed to follow the inter-

ests of American empire and being subdued as the rising threats from below. Nonetheless, 

likewise I criticized the author of Another Man´s War (Childers, 2012) separating the victim-

ized child soldiers from the aggressive rebels, the same way you cannot victimize some and 

fully blame the others in the global structure. Like the rebels of the LRA there is a gradual 

transition from being oppressed and a victim to being aggressor in the global system. It is 

not an either/ or – it is a spectrum. In particular speaking out in my perspective as middle – 

class female German: Am I myself a victim to some neoliberal elites making daily decisions 

about my life or am I a consuming perpetrator on behalf of indentified less developed ones. 

There is no apparent division and no one is somehow exclusively evil. Blaming the West, 

some high up financial elites or corporations for the problems and going disliking against its 

people shows only that also peace and social movements do not hold back of a simplified 

good – evil perspective which only leads to one set of conclusions and strategies for change 

(Werner-Lobo and Weiss, 2011). The individuals of the financial and corporate institutions 

are only a part off some deeper cultural and economic forces and therefore the products of 

our cultures which rewards and even values the behavior of elites through our own deeds. It 

is time to shrug off these disempowering narratives and realize the ruling class is a collection 

of human beings who have been taught and socialized by their family, friends and social cir-

cle a number of abnormal beliefs about their meaning in life which shaped badly their identi-

ty. Ou  wealth, so-called, is a veil for our poverty, a substitute for what is missing. Because 

it cannot meet most of our true needs, it is an addictive substitute. No amount can ever be 

e ough  Eise stei  2013: 154). Frankly, this world order of rulers and ruled has been going 

on all over world history. Our generation of controllers is not more special than the rulers of 
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any earlier generation. This assumption would just be a lazy excuse for people as it puts the 

blame on others and make you look incapable of acting. But it is time we start taking respon-

sibility for our own role in the world we live in. We create this world together. Every day we 

hold up social and economic relationships which keep things as they always have been, and 

every day we have the power to alter those situations in ways that imagine another way for 

the world to be. It is time we stop feeding these corporations so much of our energy and 

attention and start occupying our minds with our true identity of being to gain solutions and 

practical strategies for creating a better world. 

 Although the DRC is one of the worst humanitarian crisis in which we are all some-

how involved, it has been ignored worldwide and comparably few actually talk or even know 

about it. Because for me some of those involved have names, faces, and stories – I really do 

not want to keep this structural violent system alive. I am also realistic enough to know I am 

too deep inside a system to escape of it, but I believe we have the power to transform it. I 

ended my Bachelor thesis with the words of a formerly abducted friend, who begged me to 

take that report to Germany to tell my people their stories and their suffering, because so 

many people remained still behind without any help (Bloch, 2011). This time I want to end 

my report with a quote from Martin Luther King to show with this thesis that I am not a 

friend who keeps quiet and forget. I very much remember the people of the African Great 

Lakes Region and I want to show, although the DRC is so often underreported, that there are 

friends who are with them and do not keep quiet. For this reason, I dedicated my work to 

the citizens of the Great Lakes Region and to wake up people in the West, because through-

out the years I did realize that I do not need to go to Africa to fight extreme poverty and in-

justice. 

 

  ““IInn  tthhee  eenndd,,  wwee  wwiillll  rreemmeemmbbeerr  nnoott  tthhee  wwoorrddss  ooff  oouurr  eenneemmiieess,,  

bbuutt  tthhee  ssiilleennccee  ooff  oouurr  ffrriieennddss..””  

- Martin Luther King Jr. - 
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Earth Degradation, Source: Global Footprint Network (n.d.): World Footprint, retrieved from 

 www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/world_footprint/, June 1
st

 2015.  

. 

The Ecological Footprint, Germany in Comparison to the DRC.  

 Source: Global Footprint Network (n.d.): World Footprint – Country Trend, retrieved from 

 www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/world_footprint/, June 1
st

 2015.  

 

Fig. 1: The ecological footprint oft he DRC, 

Source: Global Footprint Network, 2015 . 
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Source: Intel, Conflict Minerals in Your Daily Life, 

Retrieved from www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/corporate-responsibility/conflict-minerals-in-daily-life-infographic.html, June 2015. 
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Activity:  Cut into pieces. Try to match each of the words race, sex, class and disability 

to one graph (which reflects society) which shows an ideal situation and one which mirrors 

the reality. Think about the deeper meaning of each graph and what the lines and forms 

could represent. 

Race Sex Class Disability 
  

  

 

 
  

Ideal Reality 

Ideal Reality 

Ideal Reality 

Ideal Reality 
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The idea of Neoliberalism1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcomes of Neoliberalism: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
1
 Source: World Health Organization, 

Cartoons by Polyp,  

retrieved from www.polyp.org.uk, June 9
th

 2015.  

 

 Economic growth: corporations and their agents 

need to be free to pursue whatever gives them 

an economic advantage, in consequence, inter-

nal and global markets must be free to operate 

with little government constraint or regulation. 

 All nations benefit of free trade, because every 

state has a comparative advantage. 

 Government spending creates inefficiency,  

public expenditure is wasteful and can be re-

duced. 

 In the distribution of economic goods, individual 

responsibility replaces the concepts of public 

goods and community. 

Neoliberal Principles: 

 Deregulation 

 Privatization  

 Liberalization 

Free Market 

Through minimum barri-

ers and the separation of  

politics and economy 

 Inequalities between poor and rich broadens 

 Economically poor countries fall into high 

debts and dependencies 

 Human and Resource Exploitation 

  Environmental Degradation 

 Democracy, state sovereignty in danger  

In the name of Development international 

financial institutions, such as the WTO, the 

IMF or the World Bank, implement neoliberal 

arket co ditio s i  retur  for their aid , for 
the benefit of transnational corporations. 
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Source:  Friends of the Congo, retrieved from www.friendsofthecongo.org ,  9
th

 June 2015.  
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Source: OECD (2013): OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals 

from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas: Second Edition, OECD Publishing, p. 35. 
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TTeellll  tthheemm  ((tthheeyy  hhaavvee  nnaammeess))  

 

AAnndd  wwhheenn  tthheeyy  ttuurrnn  tthhee  bbooddiieess  oovveerr  ttoo  ccoouunntt  tthhee  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  cclloosseedd  eeyyeess..  aanndd  tthheeyy  tteellll  yyoouu  

880000..000000::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  tthhaatt  wwaass  mmyy  uunnccllee..  hhee  wwoorree  bbrriigghhtt  ccoolloouurreedd  sshhiirrttss  aanndd  ppooiinnttyy  sshhooeess..  

22  mmiilllliioonn::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  tthhaatt  wwaass  mmyy  aauunnttyy..  hheerr  llaauugghhtteerr  ccoouulldd  sswweeeepp  yyoouu  uupp  lliikkee  tthhee  wwiinndd  ttoo  

lleeaavveess  oonn  tthhee  ggrroouunndd..  

66  mmiilllliioonn::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  tthhaatt  wwaass  mmyy  mmootthheerr..  hheerr  aarrmmss..  tthhee  oonnllyy  ppllaaccee  II  hhaavvee  eevveerr  nnoott  kknnoowwnn  

ffeeaarr..  

33  mmiilllliioonn::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  tthhaatt  wwaass  mmyy  lloovvee..  wwee  uusseedd  ttoo  ddaannccee..  oohh,,  hhooww  wwee  uusseedd  ttoo  ddaannccee..  

oorr  114477::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  tthhaatt  wwaass  mmyy  hhooppee..  oouurr  ffuuttuurree..  tthhee  bbrraaiinnss  ooff  tthhee  ffaammiillyy..  

aanndd  wwhheenn  tthheeyy  tteellll  yyoouu  tthhaatt  yyoouu  ccoommee  ffrroomm  wwaarr::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  

II  ccoommee  ffrroomm  hhaannddss  hheelldd  iinn  pprraayyeerr  bbeeffoorree  wwee  eeaatt  ttooggeetthheerr..  

wwhheenn  tthheeyy  tteellll  yyoouu  tthhaatt  yyoouu  ccoommee  ffrroomm  ccoonnfflliicctt::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  

II  ccoommee  ffrroomm  sswweeaatt..  oonn  sskkiinn..  gglliisstteenniinngg..  ffrroomm  sshhiinniinngg  ssuunn..  

wwhheenn  tthheeyy  tteellll  yyoouu  tthhaatt  yyoouu  ccoommee  ffrroomm  ggeennoocciiddee::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  

II  ccoommee  ffrroomm  tthhee  ffiirrsstt  ssmmiillee  ooff  aa  nneeww  bboorrnn  cchhiilldd..  ggeennttllee  hhaannddss..    

wwhheenn  tthheeyy  tteellll  yyoouu  tthhaatt  yyoouu  ccoommee  ffrroomm  rraappee::  yyoouu  ssaayy  nnoo..  

aanndd  yyoouu  tteellll  tthheemm  aabboouutt  eevveerryy  ttiimmee  yyoouu  eevveerr  lloovveedd..  

tteellll  tthheemm  tthhaatt  yyoouu  aarree  ffrroomm  mmootthheerr  ccaarrrryyiinngg  yyoouu  oonn  hheerr  bbaacckk..  

uunnttiill  yyoouu  ccoouulldd  wwaallkk..  uunnttiill  yyoouu  ccoouulldd  rruunn..  uunnttiill  yyoouu  ccoouulldd  ffllyy..  

tteellll  tthheemm  tthhaatt  yyoouu  aarree  ffrroomm  ffaatthheerr  hhoollddiinngg  yyoouu  uupp  ttoo  tthhee  nniigghhtt  sskkyy..  

ffuullll  ooff  ssttaarrss..  aanndd  ssaayyiinngg  llooookk,,  cchhiilldd..  tthhiiss  iiss  wwhhaatt  yyoouu  aarree  mmaaddee  ooff  ffrroomm  lloonngg  ssuummmmeerrss..    

ffuullll  mmoooonnss..  fflloowweerriinngg  rriivveerrss..  aanndd  ssaanndd  dduunneess..  

tteellll  tthheemm  tthhaatt  yyoouu  aarree  aann  oocceeaann  tthhaatt  nnoo  ccuupp  eevveerr  hhoolldd..    

--  JJJJ  BBoollaa  //  WWOORRDD,,  22001155  --    

Fig.: Lake Kivu, taken by Verena Bloch in May 2011, 
JJ Bola, facebook, June 2015 
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